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WARNING:
CHOKING HAZARD - Small parts.
Not for Children under 3 years.

 Our mission is to provide 
children with experiences

that stimulate and encourage 
their natural creativity.

Our open-ended products
offer fun-filled opportunities

for children to create, pretend, 
explore and learn.

Our Quality Promise
Since 1976 Creativity for Kids has 

been creating safe, innovative 
products that meet or exceed U.S. 
safety standards as determined by 
independent laboratory testing.

Visit our website and rate this product
Tell us what you think!
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Create a fleet of easy-to-assemble 
airplanes to detail and fly

BUILDING THE PLANES

Caution - Although the markers included in your kit are 
washable from skin, it’s a good idea to wear old clothes and 
cover your work area. Clean up any marker right away. 

Each plane has three pieces: the body, main wing and tail 
wing. To assemble, simply slide the pieces together.  Be sure 
the wings are facing the correct direction as shown. 

5+Now it’s time for you to experiment and come up with 
your own unique stunts!

Remember, there are many ways to throw the planes and 
each plane may react differently. You cannot always 
control exactly what your plane will do, but no 
matter what you will have fun.



CUSTOMIZE
Color in your stickers with cool marker accents.

up-up and away!
Before you take your planes out for a test flight, here are some 
pre-flight instructions.

basic flight
Using your thumb and index 
finger, hold the base of your 
plane just below the wings.  Pull 
your arm back, push it forward 
and watch your plane soar!

• Use caution when playing outdoors.  Look before you throw  
  and be aware of your surroundings.     

Note: If your planes should 
become wet, the stickers may 
fall off. Save your markers and 
any leftover stickers for touch 
up and repairs.  

• Although your planes are soft, never throw them directly at 
  people or pets.

• Be sure the flight path is clear.  If you are playing indoors, 
  avoid flying them near objects that could break.

Going the distance
Since there are 5 planes in the kit, why not invite your friends 
over to play?  You can compete to see who can fly the 
farthest or set up a target to see who can come closest.  

sideways flight
Hold the plane on its side.  
As you throw it, watch it 
spin and do a nose dive. 

upside down
Holding the plane upside-down, 
throw it and watch it barrel roll 
and dive.

wing fling
Hold the plane on the wings 
and throw.

Once you have mastered the basics, here are some fun 
stunts for you to try:


